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Overview
This briefing includes:

> An overview of the current situation
> Progress since our last stakeholder update in May
> A view of lead times and resourcing
> An update on Visionstream moving into Wellington
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Current situation
> Completed 100,000 mass market fibre connections
> Demand for fibre continues to grow, and we are making record numbers of
connections

> As a result of the progress made, Chorus built about 8000 new fibre connections
nationwide in November, compared to about 6000 in September

> This is the highest number of fibre connections Chorus has built in a month.
> Number of fibre crews has jumped from about 300 in September to about 350 in
November

> The average appointment lead time (first appointment) for a fibre install has
improved, though it’s still not where we want it to be

> Visionstream’s introduction to Porirua has brought immediate results, with the
average lead time dropping to four working days

> Customers’ approach to the changes has been highly collaborative
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Progress since May
Reschedule rate at 30%

> Reschedules are still high but this includes bringing forward some customers’
appointments

> Now that we have a good structure in place, we expect to see improvements in
coming months

Industry collaboration

> Our new contact centre, which confirms appointments and ensures end-users

have the full picture of what to expect during an installation, is now fully
operational. RSPs have provided feedback that they are seeing positive results

> Reduced RSP forecast variability from 30% to 4% in recent months
> Launched a higher level of service for business connections, to ensure smoother
installation experience and faster resolution if something goes wrong

Consent

> Moved from 90 day to 30 day consent policy to eliminate unnecessary waiting
where consents are unlikely to be gained

Records

> We initiated a programme to improve our legacy and new records. This has
improved matching of fibre availability to fibre records from 91% to 94%.
Targeting 100% by June 2016
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Lead times (first appointment)
>We have seen significant improvements across the board in recent months, with
our major centres well on track for achieving our <15-day target

> Cancellation rates dropped significantly as expected, with the tidying up of aged
WIP being largely complete

>The national weighted average has gone from 22 working days in Oct to 14 in
early December

>Particular improvements in:
• Auckland

(21 working days, down to 12)

• Wellington

(21 working days, down to 16)

• Hawke’s Bay (27 working days, down to 11)
• Marlborough (37 working days, down to 16)
>We have confirmed with industry and CFH our targets by March 2016, based on
current industry forecasts.

• National lead time for single dwelling units <20 working days
• <15 for high volume areas
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More customers buying
premium fibre
Mass market fibre by plan type - Sept

> 39% of end users now on

premium plans (100mbps or
higher)

> About half of new connections
sold are premium plans

<100Mbps
200Mbps
Education

100Mbps
Gigatown
NGA Business
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More crews on board
> Number of fibre crews has jumped from about 300 in September to about
>
>
>
>

>
>
>

350 in November
We remain absolutely focused on continuing to increase our field capacity
in order to meet the demand
Resourcing for known demand based on RSP forecasts
We have agreed resourcing plans based on this demand with our service
company partners to achieve this
It takes three months to train a new fibre technician so accurate industry
forecasting is important
It then takes another six months for the tech to become fully competent
and productive
Resourcing for known demand based on RSP forecasts
Every 25 unforecasted jobs per month requires about one extra crew to
be recruited
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Visionstream move to Porirua
> Brought Visionstream to Porirua in response to long lead times in Wellington, following
little recruitment progress by Downer over several months

> From 1 December, VPL took over NGA install operations from Downer in the following

exchanges; Johnsonville, Tawa, Titahi Bay, Porirua, Plimmerton, Pukerua Bay, Whitby,
Waitangirua and Paekakariki.
•

Typical monthly demand for the area is 300 orders per month

•

VPL brought in 15 ‘net new’ crews to the area

•

Successful first week with 81 Scopes / 26 Connects completed and Wellington
appointment lead times reduce

> We don’t expect any loss of jobs with this move
•

Downer can reallocate workforce to nearby areas (Wellington South, Central and
the Hutt Valley) where they continue to do fibre work

•

Visionstream could take on any crews that are not required by Downer or might
experience geographic issues with the move
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Visionstream sub patch
within the green
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Next steps
> Pleased with progress but more to do before New Zealanders’ installation
experience meets expectations

> Getting this right remains mine and Chorus’ number one priority
> We will continue to implement overall changes to fibre experience
> Strong focus on getting more field resources on board and improving our
productivity

> Develop fibre order tracker tool for end-users
> End user survey to get feedback about install experience
> Continue wider review of industry model to reduce multiple points of interaction
between RSPs, service companies and Chorus
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